RightCrowd
Access Analytics
User access reviews made easy
RightCrowd Access Analytics is a light-weight software solution
that automates and delivers best-practice user access reviews for
every system in your business.

Gain visibility of inappropriate
user access
Could your organization quickly identify who has access to your
most critical data or systems?

The product can interact with any system in your business and
monitors a wide range of security issues, such as:

The problem is, that access auditing is time consuming and is
out-of-date by the time the data is compiled. In this environment,
effective security risk management is almost impossible.
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RightCrowd Access Analytics was developed specifically to
address these problems. The application focuses on auditing
and reporting on who has access to your systems and critical
information. It ensures your user access reviews and compliance
reporting is up-to-date and fast to produce.

Active accounts for terminated staff
Accounts that have non-expiring passwords
Account ownership
Access to file shares
Access to physical areas

Users can instantly assess the health of access management and
quickly determine where remediation is required.

Identify vulnerabilities

Mitigate insider threat

Define your own controls to monitor. Cross correlate system
access data to preemptively identify security risks.

Detect suspicious combinations of user access from any
cloud, on-premise, in-house or legacy application.

Identify anomalies
Easily visualize identity anomalies, expired access
permissions, duplicate cards, access for terminated staff and
more.

Monitor privileged access
Review access and validate access rights to your systems,
databases and critical information.

Be ready for an audit any day

Reduce audit time and cost

Demonstrate user access compliance improvement across
every standard or regulation (ISO 27001 etc).

Proof of compliance is just a few clicks away. Reduce audit
time by automating your user access reviews.
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Reduce your audit preparation
time by 95% and improve
compliance outcomes.
Access changes happen every day, companies struggle to know ‘who’
has ‘what’ levels of access to their assets. Gain visibility and get in
control with RightCrowd Access Analytics.

Map it
Start with visibility of access and asset data
Maps access data collected from any system.
Patented technology builds virtual relationships within your data, allowing you to
review the access footprint of your identities, with relevant contextual information.
Time-machine like functionality allows you to review and compare access rights from
the past.

Measure it
Automatically identify unauthorized access
Check access rights against security and safety policies to identify unauthorized
access and outliers. Easily initiate corrective actions to be pushed out of the
platform to your existing process or ticketing system.
Automated checks run every day, allowing you to implement a true discipline that
keeps your access rights up-to-date.

Monitor it
Easier User Access Reviews
Create instantaneous and repeatable user access reviews, that contain meaningful
context from multiple systems data in a single view.
Audit facilitators can track completion in real time and responders can collaborate as
they make informed and efficient decisions.
No more chasing disparate spreadsheets!
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